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Abstract
Leaders those having a motivational behavior impose a great impact on follower’s behaviors. These leaders create their own values, believes. Ethical leadership create a great effect on self-concept and beliefs of followers. The effect of ethical pioneers’ behavior on work engagement is decreased for leader who have not kept their original and public character in the same line. The connection among the ethical management and followers work engagement is moderated by means of pioneers ranking on Machiavellianism. The leader Machiavellianism act as a moderator in the relationship between ethical pioneers and employee work engagement. The purpose of this study was to find out the influence of ethical leadership on work engagement and to test the role of leader Machiavellianism in the relationship between ethical guidance and work engagement. Correlational study was conducted to measure the work engagement and Machiavellian in the ethical leadership process. A Self- administered questionnaire was floated to collect data from charge nurses. The results of the study showed the positive significant relationship between the ethical leadership and work engagement and insignificant relationship of Machiavellianism in the relationship between ethical leadership and work engagement. This study argues that when leader is highly Machiavellian then the positive effects of leaders are repressed. The study also shows that effect of ethical pioneer conduct on work engagement are poor when moral leaders are highly Machiavellianism.
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Introduction
The important questions regarding the part of leadership in forming the morally good behavior have raised because of the current ethical misconduct in business. There is unethical leader that have seen in the world, who try to obtain their personal desires at the cost of their organization. For manager
and educational researcher ethics is partly connected to leadership. Leadership should have an moral structure for achieving the constructive framework over the long time (Demirtas 2015).

“Ethical leadership is defined as the presentation of proper guidance over with distinctive actions, interactive relations and development of such behavior to assistance through two way transmission, strengthening and decision making (Brown, Treviño et al. 2005)”.

The research on moral administration demonstrates that ethical leader moves elevated amounts of responsibility, trust and encourage useful practices among supporters. Ethical leadership like charismatic authority involves a type of leadership derives from the charisma of the leader. Those leaders who follow values strictly definitively effect on self-structure and conduct of their companion, they also effects on their inspiration, postures and demeanors.

According to motivational process that stress on ethical assistance and trustworthiness, kind and equitable which modeled by ethical leader encourage the work engagement employees. It also enhances the organization production and worth (Den Hartog & Belschak, 2012).

People who wrote about work engagement process believes that representatives and followers gives higher output or show more interest when they see that their pioneers are more cooperative gives more dedication to work (Harter, Schmidt et al. 2002). This is just a transformational process work on, if we pay more dedications to work more struggle more work output. This type of positive authority would consequently be relied upon to decidedly identify with levels of workforce engagement.

Leader who follow immoral trait significantly mistreat their institution. While those who follow moral principle, their behavior is more beneficial for their institution. So, it is more demanding to have more research on ethical behavior of leadership, because ethical leadership promote positive interpersonal relationship between leader and their followers because this positive interpersonal relationship between leaders and employees increase trust among them, which also positively effect on organizational work (Walumbwa & Schaubroeck, 2009).

Machiavellianism is a perspective of the world where person may not on a very basic level be trusted, therefore a Machiavellian, utilizing, closes justifies the methods, convictions, search for control over others and status for themselves (Hunter, 2012). Machiavellianism should be respected as a quantitative trait. Moral pioneer has less effect on work engagement when ethical pioneer is high Machiavellianism.

Leader behavior either they act ethically or not is very important for followers because when leader start to create an extra pressure then a judgmental environment create an extra pressure between leaders and followers that badly effect on their behaviors. Some leader though they are not ethical in behavior but to prove as ethical they create an extra pressure to generate an ethical impact for their followers. This unique problem is devoted to ultimate some of the gaps in our understanding about these bad aspects of individual differences, mainly the position that darkish character plays within the workplace.

The Aim of this study is to inspect the association between moral leadership and its result have on work engagement employees and to test the part of leader Machiavellianism. It is also examined that how supporter react when conflict occur between the leader’s show, popular originality and personal originality. In a meta-analytic study observed that public, response, positive organizational climate and self-efficacy are empathetically related to engagement. Actually, despite the fact the association
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between moral guidance and work engagement rests to be examined, these finding assist our theoretical reasoning that a correlation is in likelihood.

The effect of moral pioneer’s behavior on work engagement is decreased for leader who have not kept their original and public selfhood in the same line. The connection among the ethical management and followers work engagement is moderated by means of pioneers ranking on Machiavellianism. Particularly, the relationship between ethical behavior and adherent is weak if moral behavior is inauthentic than those who have authentic behavior (Hartog & Belschak, 2012).

**Research Objectives**
- To find out the effect of ethical leadership on work engagement.
- To find out the role of leader Machiavellianism in the relationship between ethical guidance and work engagement

**Problem Statement and Significance**
The study shows that for organizational success work engagement is increasingly important outcomes. Employee will be productive and perform well in the organization when they are engaged in the work. Employee are not engaged with his job in the organization causing decreased patient satisfaction, decreased organizational outcomes. This is because of the negative personality of the leader that does not produce the ethical climate within the work environment. The Machiavellian personality of leader have negatively effect on the work engagement. In order to develop and encourage the phenomenon to contribute engagement the importance of work engagement has to stress. Leader and followers should develop trusting and ethical relationship to enhance work engagement.

This research can be helpful for supervisor while dealing with nursing staff, If the level of engagement is studied supervisor can enforce and implement changes that would actually improve engagement. Leader should create working environment that leads to engagement from themselves and from the staff. If the work engagement improves then client satisfaction increase that is beneficial for the staff and organization. Leader who act ethically in institution and recognize their followers need then it is beneficial for the institution that subordinate work intensely.

**Literature Review**
Ethical leadership is going on a trend. Leaders those having a motivational behavior impose a great impact on follower’s behaviors. These leaders create their own values, believes. A successful or powerful rewarding system and motivational attitude create a strengthen effect on followers. Ethical leadership create a great effect on self-concept and beliefs of followers. This type of behaviors acts as a role model for followers. In addition, the literature on ethical leadership argue that the main component of ethical leadership is the verbal exchange and out word satisfaction of moral importance and behaviors.

Ethical leadership deal with the movements, convince someone and different behaviors that control suitable standards. Ethical pioneers reveal “Normatively appropriate behavior through personal actions and interpersonal relationships (Hartog & Belschak, 2012)”. Some of the personal characteristics which might be associated with moral leadership were found. Ethical leaders behave
in a good manner in everyday way of living and observe as truthful, Ethical. The researcher specifies these characteristics as the good view of moral management.

In ethical leadership researcher use social learning theory to elaborate the result of ethical pioneers. According to social learning theory, leader must be seen as gorgeous and reliable model for their followers. There are a number of situations identified in ethics and leadership literature that increase the leader attractiveness and credibility. Individual learn by noticing the attitude and performance of their leader based on social learning theory (Brown & Treviño, 2006).

In work engagement, Vigor is categorized by way of excessive level of strength and intellectual resilience as the same time as working and the willingness to make investments efforts in one’s work and patience in difficult situation. Dedication mean energetically concerned in work, experience of implication, feeling of excitement, thought, satisfaction with achievement, and project. Absorption is characterized by way of being intensely focused and absorbed in a single work, where time pass speedy and requiring great effort when separated oneself from work (Hassan & Ahmed, 2011).

Research suggest that employees, engagement with their work is an essential predictor of task pride and intentions to remain within the organization. Developing situation that work engagement is an crucial mandate of nurse management and a key element of any recruitment and retention (Laschinger and Finegan, 2005). People who wrote about the work engagement process believes that representatives and followers gives higher output or show more interest when they see that their pioneers are more cooperative gives more dedication to work (Harter, Schmidt et al. 2002).

This study attempts to deal with this problem by way of taking chief Machiavellianism under consideration. They think of themselves as they skillfully control events of others, although their ability to identify and manage emotions is not as strong as their self-identity to seek to influence. When they work without formal organization or structure, less organized setting then they measured his success relatively in their career. Their success tends to reduce as organizational structure get bigger. They are not surely feeling of disapproval by others, but rather they are not outstandingly effective while engaging in political activity.

The leader Machiavellianism act as a moderator in the association of moral pioneers and work engagement. Dahling et al. (2009) depict Machiavellianism, which involve in model as a moderator, which restrain from inner faith, appreciation and encouragement. Machiavellians followers though they do not strictly follow the moral values, But they have adoption abilities inherently. According to social exchange theory prediction, Machiavellianism are going to be negatively related to job performance. Some work situation need cooperative convention with others. For example, group member support each other’s, salesperson develop relationship with customer, subordinate meet their commitment as a result of they are loyal to their manager, team and institute; followers trust with their leader but Machiavellians tendency weak their connection with others when they violate principle of social exchange. As a result, Machiavellians are not successful to fulfill the demand of business career.

Most of the leader have ethical issue in their field with subordinate that’s why their result is not good regarding work engagement. They are more likely to cheat, lie, and disloyal others, but they do not regularly involve in outstandingly negative forms of antisocial behavior (Forsyth, Banks et al. 2012).

Leader who have not kept their self-identity and outward identity in line than the positive affect of moral leader on work engagement is decreased. The study shows the effect of moral leadership on
work engagement are poor when moral leaders are highly Machiavellianism (Hartog & Belschak 2012).

**Methodology**

This heading describes the method and procedure that was applied in this study.

**Total Population and Sample Size**

The research design was correlational study. The target population was 150 nurses from College of Nursing Allama Iqbal Medical College Lahore. The total sample size of 110 nurses were randomly selected from the total population. The participant were belong to different socioeconomic level and demographical background; the participant are male and female.

**Research Instrument**

This research have three variables, Ethical leadership (Independent variable), work engagement (Dependent variable) and Machiavellianism (Moderator). That is why the questionnaire used in this research was adopted from three articles. The 10-item scale questionnaire “To measure employee’s perception of their leader,s ethical leadership behaviour by Brown et al. (2005)” work engagement measured by 9-item scale by Schaufeli and Bakker (2004) and Machiavellianism measured with 8-item version of Mach-iv scale of Christie and Geis (1970). The instrument was divided into two section (A and B). Section A contains demographic data while Section B comprised of five scale lickert scale that obtained responses from the respondents with response options: 1 (“Strongly disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly agree”).

**Method of Data Collection**

Self- administered questionnaire was floated to collect data from charge nurses. The 110 copies of questionnaire were circulated and given a free hand to complete it and return it.

**Method of Data Analysis**

Inferential statistics of Chi-square(x2) were used to analyze the association between the variable. Reliability assessed by the use of Cronbach’s Alpha and its value of 0.70 was demonstrated that the questionnaire was reliable. Regression analyses was carried out to determine whether there was the linear trend between the variables. And senstivity analyses were used to examine the results. In the end, all the data were put into the software SPSS 21 version and the findings and results were drawn on the basis of statistical procedures.

**Time Framework**

This study was taken 3-4 months.

**Informed Consent**

Consent was taken from all the participant and free hand were given to the participants to take part in the study or refused to participate, participant were also be the right to mentioned name or not and confidentiality was considered.
Research Framework

Alternative Hypothesis
- There is positive relationship between the ethical leadership and employee engagement.
- Machiavellianism does moderate the relationship of ethical leadership and employee engagement.

Null Hypothesis
- There is no positive relationship between the ethical leadership and employee engagement.
- Machiavellianism does not moderate the relationship of ethical leadership and employee engagement.

Result
Data was collected and analyzed by using the (SPSS. 21 Version) software. First analysis is demographic analysis in which 5 demographic questions include. Second analysis is correlational. Third regression analysis is used for the effect of ethical leadership on work engagement and to check the effect of moderation. Reliability and validity is also used.

Demographic Analysis:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table no 1: Age</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid percent</th>
<th>Cumulative percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-25 Valid</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>89.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-35 Valid</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-50 Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table no.1 shows that the 17.3% respondent belong to 18- 25 yrs and 71.8% of 25 – 35yrs and 10.9% of 35 – 50 age group.
Table no.2 shows that 2.7% respondent are of male employee and 97.3% respondents are of female.

Table no.3 shows that 46% of respondent are of married and 64% are of single.

Table no.4 shows that qualification of the respondent were recorded as 90% respondent are of general nursing diploma and 10% respondent are of BSN students.
Correlation Analysis

Table no. 32

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EL</th>
<th>WE</th>
<th>MC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.450**</td>
<td>.388**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.450**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.359**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.388**</td>
<td>.359**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table no. 32 shows correlation among the variables. The result portrayed that ethical leadership was positively associated with work engagement (.450 p< .01) and also correlate with Machiavellianism but less than work engagement that is (.388 p<.01). Similarly work engagement significantly correlated with Machiavellianism. Machiavellianism is significantly correlated with ethical leadership and work engagement. These results provided initial support to hypothesis formulated in the present study.

Reliability and Validity Analysis

Reliability

Reliability calculated through Cronbach’s Alpha that illustrate reliability of each construct that how much it is reliable to use and duplicate it by changed scholars under condition to acquire the outcomes.

Independent Variable: Ethical leadership

Table no. 33

Reliability Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>N of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.849</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dependent Variable: Work Engagement

Reliability Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>N of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.800</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moderator Variable: Machiavellianism

Reliability Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>N of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.829</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cronbach’s Alpha value for ethical leadership is .849, Work engagement .800 and Machiavellianism is .829. These values are greater than 0.70%. Thus, result meet the standard requirement of reliability and this study variables are reliable.

Validity

Table no.34: KMO and Bartlett’s Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.</th>
<th>Approx. Chi-Square</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity</td>
<td>47.222</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Df</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instrument consisting of independent variable, dependent variable and moderator variable. Table no.34 shows that KMO value is above .50 and Bartlett’s test significant value is (p< 0.05). So, that total standards were satisfied, and instrument of this study are valid.

Regression Analysis:

It is statistical test use to check the effect of one variable to another variable.

Table no.35: Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.450a</td>
<td>.202</td>
<td>.195</td>
<td>.42518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table no.35 shows that total variation of 20.2% in work engagement is explained by ethical leadership.
Table no.36  ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>4.947</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.947</td>
<td>27.366</td>
<td>.000b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>19.524</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>.181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24.472</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: WE  
b. Predictors: (Constant), EL

Table no.36 shows the interaction of ANOVA and result revealed that ANOVA is significant and p < 0.05, So research model is fit.

Table no.37: Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized coefficient</th>
<th>Standardized coefficient</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>2.226</td>
<td>.302</td>
<td>.423</td>
<td>7.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>.423</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.450</td>
<td>5.231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: WE

Table no. 37 shows that the impact of ethical leadership have significant positive (p<0.05, t= 5.231) relationship with work engagement. It also shows increase of one unit in the EL cause the change of beta value of 0.423 in the work engagement.

Moderating effect of Machiavellianism:
Model = 1
Y = WE
X = EL
M = MC
Sample size 110

Table no. 37

**Model Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>R-sq</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.5081</td>
<td>.2582</td>
<td>.1713</td>
<td>12.2958</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>106.0000</td>
<td>.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model
Table no.37 shows that the total variation of 25.82 percent in work engagement is explained by ethical leadership that is the direct relationship of EL and WE which is significant because p value is less than 0.05 and Machiavellianism as a moderation in interaction term is insignificant because p value is .1363 which is greater than 0.05. So, the model is insignificant.

**Result and Discussion**

The demographic analysis of the Nurses data mostly the participant's nurses were females range of nurse age was between 25 to 35 years. Age of the nurses were 18-25 years of staff nurses which were 19(17.3%) and the 25-35 years 79 (71.8%), 35-50 years of age were 12(10.9%). Nurses 46 (41.8%) participating in this study were married, and the other respondents 64(58.2%) were unmarried. The demographic analysis of the patients’ data most of the participants were Female 107(97.3%) and male participants were 3(2.7%). Most of the respondents were general nursing diploma 99 (90%) and some other respondents are of BSN 11 (10.0%).

The purpose of this study is to examine the association between ethical leadership and its result have on work engagement employee and to check the part of leader Machiavellianism. This study indicate that Machiavellian leaders capable to start same encouragement in their employees as in authentic leader where as Deluga (2001) revealed that followers often seen Machiavellian leaders as charismatic. This study found that Machiavellian leaders show ethical leaders reactions to their supporters and benefit from the motivational leadership (Den Hartog & Belschak 2012). Regression analysis was carry out to observe the association between ethical leadership and work engagement.

The consequences of linear regression reveal beta value .450 (p=.000) show the significant constructive association of ethical leadership and work engagement. Correlation analysis Shows correlation among the variables. The result reveal that ethical leadership was positively correlated with work engagement (.450 p< .01. Similarly work engagement significantly correlated with Machiavellianism. Machiavellianism as a moderator is insignificantly correlated with ethical leadership and work engagement.

Research suggest that employees, engagement with their work is an essential predictor of task pride and intentions to remain within the organization. Developing situation that work engagement is an crucial mandate of nurse management and a key element of any recruitment and retention (Laschinger and Finegan 2005). People who wrote about the work engagement process believes that representatives and followers gives higher output or show more interest when they see that their pioneers are more cooperative gives more dedication to work (Harter, Schmidt et al. 2002). Research finding recommend that subordinate differentiate between authentic and inauthentic expression of ethical leadership as in the association between ethical leadership and work engagement. When leaders are high Machiavellian productivity of work decreased as compared to those when leader shows less Machiavellianism expression.
Conclusions
The aim of this study is to examine the association between ethical leadership and its result have on work engagement employee and to assess the part of leader Machiavellianism. The result portrayed that ethical leadership was positively correlated with work engagement and also correlate with Machiavellianism but less than work engagement. Machiavellianism is insignificantly correlated with ethical leadership and work engagement.

Ethical and applicable reasons, immoral behavior and relationship conflict is decreased if institution is interested. Leaders should set the ethical climate and are encouraging ethical behavior and reducing interpersonal tension from their subordinates. This study indicates that work engagement increases if leader are moral individuals and influence behavior by using reward and punishment systems.

Limitation and Future Research
The main limitation of this study was a shortage of time. The study was also restricted to one hospital. The relationship among ethical leadership and work engagement turns into bad as soon as fans start to intestinally comprehend that Machiavellian leader artificially their principled ethics. The study also measured the variables at specific fact in time, however certain methods may only explain over time. The study findings should be understood with this in attention, and future investigational and longitudinal research is necessary in the part to talk this limitation. Each variable might possibly cause the other.
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